**Mounting Options for the Q26**

**Preparing the Camera**

- Prepare the Q26 according to the instructions in the manual or on the website.
- Insert the MicroSD card (SDXC, pre-installed) into the camera.

**3. Selecting a Boot Option**

- **Starts the camera with the recovery system** (factory default IP address, users and passwords will not be reset).
Outdoor Wall Mount
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Further information on www.mobotix.com:

Technical Specifications Q26

Power supply:
- Power over Ethernet IEEE 802.3af
- PoE class 2
- Power consumption of all attached external devices max. 3 W
- Power consumption of MxBus modules max. 2.5 W, of USB: max. 2.5 W
- When using MxBus: max. 2.5 W, at USB: max. 2.5 W, total max. 3 W
- Power consumption of the camera: max. 2 W
- Operating voltage range: 16 VDC ±10%
- H.264 (max. output size QXGA, bandwidth limitation applicable)
- M-JPEG: 26@HD(1280x720), 13@Full-HD, 9@QXGA, 5@5Mp, 4@6MP
- MxPEG: 42@HD(1280x720), 34@Full-HD, 24@QXGA, 15@5Mp, 12@6MP

Video Codec

Max. Frame Rate

Security

Alarm/Events

DVR

Features

On-Wall Set/Drilling Template Without Accessories

Notes on Installing:

- When installing this product, make sure that you are only using genuine, recommended accessories (e.g., when exchanging the SD card or when opening the body to attach wires).
- Only install this product on suitable, solid materials that provide for necessary structural support.
- This product must not be used in locations exposed to dangerous electrical surges.
- Electrical systems and equipment may be prohibited. All users of MOBOTIX products are therefore required to comply with all applicable regulations and are liable for any damage caused.
- MOBOTIX products must not be disposed of in household waste! If the product contains a battery, please dispose of it in accordance with applicable regulations.
- MOBOTIX products at the end of their service life must be disposed of as electrical and electronic waste. If the battery is exchangeable, it must be removed from the product. If the product contains a battery, please dispose of it in accordance with applicable regulations.
- If this product is based on a battery, please dispose of it in accordance with applicable regulations.
- MOBOTIX does not assume any liability for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
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